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Abstract 
 
This treatise investigates the representation of career opportunities for young girls as 
portrayed in three English-medium newspapers published in the Nelson Mandela 
Bay in 2010.While there have been numerous researches on the representation of 
women in the media, studies on career opportunities for young girls have yet to be 
conducted. 
 
Previous studies have established that girls were socialized to occupy nurturing roles 
in society: through parents, schools and social institutions like churches were chief 
socialization instruments. The use of language and rhetoric in the media often 
reiterates this socialization. Due to the power of the media to influence perceptions, 
this research reflects on the messages obtained by readers of the publications. 
 
The research is important because it aims to identify the trends of representation of 
career and life opportunities for girls in: The Herald, the Weekend Post and La 
Femme newspapers. 
 
A pilot study of articles on women and young girls was completed; this was followed 
by a main study.  A content analysis of articles only on women and girls was 
conducted; whilst articles on young boys and men were excluded from this research, 
as its main focus was on women.  
 
The theoretical frameworks applied were the theories of journalism and feminism to 
determine the nature of representation. While the media organisations operate solely 
as a business, whose interest is to make profit, they have the fundamental 
responsibility of promoting values, particularly in South Africa. 
 
Under the leadership of the ANC-led government, plans have been executed to 
promote a 50/50 representation in government. Also, the participation of women in 
the private sector has improved through the requirements of the policy of Black 
Economic Empowerment, which aims to redress the wrongs of the past. 
 
This project has established that although the world has embraced feminism and the 
equality of women and men, much still needs to be done to reinforce these ideals, 
especially in the socialization of children. 
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CHAPTER 1 - Structure of the research project 
 
1.1 Introduction 
 
After almost two decades of democracy in South Africa there have been major 
improvements in media coverage. Post- apartheid South Africa has presented a 
period of social and cultural transformation; and the challenge now is to address the 
legacy of the authoritarian past – by developing respect for diversity in society. The 
mass media has an important role to play a role in shaping a shared identity and a 
common destiny.  
 
Post-apartheid South Africa presented fundamental reforms in media legislation, and 
a new atmosphere of media pluralism. This study of the portrayal of career 
opportunities in the Herald, the Weekend Post and La Femme are important in this 
electronic age, because the print media are now accessible to all readers. Print 
media, such as for example, newspapers, remain relevant to readers because of 
their ability to carry content which is predominantly local, while the most significant 
national and international stories are normally included. 
 
According to Guy Berger (2004), under apartheid the media were criticised for being 
Eurocentric – that is, reflecting perceptions that do not reflect South African realities. 
However, after two decades of democracy, a new paradigm needs to emerge 
because most reportage in the media only interests the middle-aged elites. 
Journalism in South Africa has the power to change the manner in which stories are 
told. “Only when our journalism proactively represents women in better proportion to 
their population percentages, will we be able to say we have made a proper break 
from the past” (Berger: 2004). 
 
1.2 Background to influence of the media 
 
The mass media presents a tool to disseminate information to society, and its power 
has long been recognised to influence society. Perhaps the most famous comment 
in this regard is attributed to Edmund Burke, who reportedly first referred to the 
media as the Fourth Estate within the British Parliamentary system (Thomas Carlyle, 
1841). Burke reputedly said that there were "Three Estates in Parliament; but, in the 
Reporters' Gallery yonder, there sat a Fourth Estate more important far than they 
all." Several authors have since commented on the notion of the power of the press, 
as a "Fourth Estate", notably the politician and novelist Jeffery Archer.  
 
By the press, in this study, we mean mass communication; and we shall talk about 
the print media because of the nature of the investigation of the representation in 
newspapers.   
 
Oscar Wilde, one of the most influential authors and play writers of the Victorian era, 
whose play: "The Importance of Being Earnest" is still being performed to this day, 
had the following to say about the press:  
 
In old days men had the rack. Now they have the press. That is an improvement 
certainly. But still it is very bad, and wrong, and demoralising. Burke called journalism 
the fourth estate. That was true at the time no doubt. But at the present moment, it is 
the only estate. It has eaten up the other three. The Lords Temporal say nothing; the 
Lords Spiritual have nothing to say; and the House of Commons has nothing to say. 
We are dominated by Journalism (Wilde, 2007:225).  
 
The above views on the power of the press, and by extension, the power of the 
media, have been tempered by more recent theories on media and media effects. 
Earlier theories that held that the media could exert a direct influence on social 
behaviour, including the concepts of a spiral of influence, diffusion, and agenda-
setting, have been challenged by theorists such as McCombs (1974). 
 
Media theories that attempt to show a direct correlation between media artifacts (for 
example, violent films or video games) and human behaviour (for example, the St. 
Columbine shootings in 1999) have been contested by many, according to Newbold 
(2002). 
 
It is generally accepted that the media does have an influence on perceptions, 
beliefs and, ultimately, on human behaviour. What is not generally accepted is that 
any direct, quantifiable link between media content and human behaviour can be 
scientifically established (Newbold, 2002). 
 
Shoemaker and Reese (1991) cited the German American psychiatrist Fredric 
Wertham (1954) as one of the prominent writers who found a link between media 
content and human behaviour. Wertham's book: Seduction of the Innocent, asserted 
that the depiction of drugs, sex and violence in comics had a negative effect on 
children (1991: 14). However, Gauntlett (2002) identified problems in this logical 
linearity, because the underlying model of media effects has been based on 
transmission, where the assumption is that some kind of message or impact travels 
through some kind of delivery system from producer to receiver (Guy 2002:42).  
 
This is particularly evident for conventional gender stereotypes, as will be explored in 
this study. 
 
1.3 Research problem and objectives 
 
To date, no South African study on the representation of children in newspapers has 
been conducted, especially regarding the effect that media representations might 
have on the life and career expectations of children. 
 
Rhode (1997:73) argued that the news media reinforce gender roles and gender 
hierarchy by failing to cast women as fully independent agents, apart from their 
relation to men or their families.  She also insisted that there is a related tendency by 
newspapers to present accomplished women in sexually oriented terms (1997:73).  
 
Research referred to in Youth Voice Collaborated (found on 
http://www.wanpress.org) by McNamara has indicated that the media in the UK and 
US tend not to have a positive influence on the perceptions of young people, and 
frequently portray them as victims. This study, therefore, intends to research how 
girls are depicted by local newspapers, particularly in terms of the perceptions 
created regarding their career opportunities. 
 
 In South Africa, the annual Cell C initiative: "Take a Girl Child to Work" is laudable in 
terms of exposing girls to career opportunities and a positive outlook on their future, 
but in terms of coverage and exposure, it remains insignificant in relation to the 
cumulative reinforcement effect of the combined South African media. 
 
Given the exploratory nature of this research, a survey on the reception of local 
newspaper articles amongst children will not be conducted. An analysis of the 
content of articles pertaining to girls in three local publications will, however, be 
conducted. 
 
Studies conducted on the representation of women in South African television 
advertisements and the representation of women in Southern African newspapers 
found skewed ways of representation in the media. Pillay (2008) established that 
women are under-represented in the media, and are also misrepresented in the 
media. This has resulted in rather narrow and limited views of women, as portrayed 
by the female characters in advertisements on television (2008:82).  Pillay set out to 
investigate how female characters were portrayed in a sample of advertisements 
through an analysis of both male and female characters.   
 
The Media Institute of South Africa (MISA) and Gender Links (GL) in 2003 
conducted research into gender stereotypes in Southern Africa and found both 
glaring gaps and possibilities for achieving greater gender balance and sensitivity in 
the media (2003:64). The research was conducted in 117 out of the 340 print and 
electronic media in 12 Southern African countries.   
 1.4 Purposes of the study 
 
The purposes of this study are, therefore, to: 
1.     Conduct a content analysis of the depiction of women and men in the context of 
career and life opportunities in three local newspapers, from Port Elizabeth, over a 
three-month period. These publications are: The Herald, La Femme and the 
Weekend Post; 
2.     Identify trends in the representation of women in the context of career and life 
opportunities in the selected publications; 
3.     Conduct a close reading and critical content analysis of identified representative 
articles/stories from a gender perspective. 
 
The research will reflect trends between April and August 2010, in Port Elizabeth 
newspapers. These all address a particular audience segment (see page 61). It must 
thus be understood as a sample of the broader scope of newspapers; and it cannot 
claim to be representative of the full spectrum of media opinions in the city. 
 
1.5 Importance of the media 
 
Wahl-Jorgensen and Hanitzsch (2008) traced the pre-history of journalism and 
communication research studies to the work of critical German thinkers, who 
highlighted the normative impulses which gave the field its impetus. According to 
these authors, journalism scholars were concerned with what journalism ought to be 
in the context of social communication and political deliberation – rather than in the 
processes and structures of news production (2008:5). 
 
The works of journalists and other workers in the media who are responsible for 
compilation have been described as gatekeeping. Reese (1991) explained that gate- 
keeping is a process that comprises selecting, writing, editing, positioning, 
scheduling, repeating, and otherwise messaging information to finally become news. 
 
According to Reese, the gatekeeper controls both the information processed through 
the channel, and thereby its final outcome. Gatekeepers take many forms, for 
example, professional codes of conduct, and policies. “All gatekeepers make 
decisions, but they have varying degrees of autonomy (1991:74)”.   
 
In other words, while journalism is a craft that requires the journalists to give a 
reflection of society, the final news product is influenced by the requirements of the 
organizations that they represent.  
 
1.6 Defining news and news values 
 
The Oxford Dictionary defines news as tidings: the report or account of recent events 
and occurrences, brought to or coming to one as new information; new occurrences 
as a subject of report or talk. 
 
News, as a form of culture, incorporates assumptions about what matters, what 
makes sense, what time and place we live in, and what range of considerations we 
should take seriously (Schudson, 1995:14). The amount of attention and analysis it 
receives suggests that news is indeed an autonomous discourse, according to 
Hartley (1982:7).  
 
Generations of journalists, sociologists, journalism scholars and journalism textbook 
authors have dissected the nature of news, its properties and values. Poindexter 
(2008:9)  citing from sociologist Robert Park (1941:676) distinguished news from 
history and emphasized news as a perishable commodity, remaining news only until 
“it has reached the persons for whom it has ‘news interest’”.  
 
Mitchell Stephens, the author of A History of News, also emphasized the newness of 
news in his definition: “[N]ew information about a subject of some public interest that 
is shared with some portion of the public” (1997:4).  
 
News content includes analysis, advertising, entertainment, and information. Bell 
(1991) explained that everything in a newspaper is called “editorial”. That which is 
editorial comprises: the written copy, service information sections featuring business, 
and sports pages, as well as opinion sections comprising opinion columns, letters to 
the editor, and reviews.  Part of editorial that is of special interest could be, for 
example, art and motoring.  
 
Headlines, crossheadings, sub-headings also fall under editorial. The Herald, La 
Femme and Weekend Post have special interest sections. 
 
There are two types of news genres: hard news and soft news. Hard news includes, 
for example, reports of accidents, crime or events that have come to light. Tanya 
Farber in her book: The Basic Tools of newspaper journalism: A pocketbook 
(2009:6) differentiates between the genres. She writes that breaking news is usually 
a ‘big’ and sensational story that has just begun, and has implications for many 
readers. Hard news is similar to breaking news, but it is not as dramatic. It is usually 
something that has just happened; but it could also be a follow-up to another news 
piece.  
 
Investigative reporting requires determination from journalists, and entails 
uncovering truth that someone might want to keep hidden from the public view.  
 
Types of soft news include: features including profiles done on anyone who is 
interesting – whether local or international. The idea of a profile feature is to go 
beyond the factual basics; and it is to give readers a behind-the-scenes look at the 
person, for example, where they were educated and where they now live. News 
features are longer articles, which delve behind the scenes of the news of the day.  
 
They deal with heavier topics that not appear on the front page. A spot feature is 
used as a sidebar to focus on certain aspects of a hard news event, while a trend 
story’s emphasis is on capturing the spirit of any new trend. 
 
 News values are a conceptual framework used within journalism studies to describe 
the gatekeeping practices of the mainstream news media. News values may be 
defined as qualities or events that increase the likelihood of their being covered in 
the news.  
 
Galtung and Ruge (1965) were credited for the first list of news priorities that need to 
be satisfied before an event can be chosen as a news item.  
 
1. Frequency: Events that unfold conveniently within the production cycle, and are 
likely to be reported.  
2. Threshold: The larger the event, the more people it affects, the more likely it is to 
be reported. Events can meet the threshold criterion either by being large in absolute 
terms, or by marking an increase in the intensity of an ongoing issue. 
3. Unambiguity: The fewer ways there are of interpreting an event, the more likely it 
is to be reported. 
4. Meaningfulness: The more culturally proximate and\or relevant an event is, the 
more likely it is to be reported. 
5. Consonance: If a journalist has a mental pre-image of an event, and if it’s 
expected to happen, then it is more likely to be reported. 
7. Continuity: Once an issue has made the news once, future events related to it are 
more likely to be reported. 
8. Compositional balance: News editors will attempt to present their audience with a 
“balanced diet” of news. An event that contributes to the diversity of topics is more 
likely to be covered than one that adds to a pile of similar news items. 
9. Elite nations/regions: Events that involve elite nations or regions are more likely to 
be reported than those that do not. 
10. Elite people:  Events that involve elite people are more likely to be reported than 
those that do not. 
11. Personification: Events that can be discussed in terms of the actions of individual 
actors are more likely to be reported than those that are to become abstract social 
forces. By the same token, social forces are more likely to be discussed in the news 
if they can be illustrated by way of reference to certain prominent individuals.   
12. Negativity: An event with a negative outcome is more likely to be reported than 
an even with a positive outcome. 
Source: www.mediaresearclub.ssrc.org 
 
Galtung and Ruge (1965) originally chose this list as a way of describing why the 
press of a given nation might chose some foreign events over others. However, the 
list has been applied in a variety of contexts including domestic reporting. The 
articles which have formed a part of this study have met most of the requirements 
listed above. 
 
Davies and Mosdell (2006:102) recommend that, when conducting research, it is 
crucial to take into account that the editorial stance of many publications will reflect a 
particular social stance. This may affect the way that they portray certain issues. The 
Herald, Weekend Post and La Femme newspapers are owned by Avusa; and they 
are printed and circulated mainly in the Nelson Mandela Bay. 
 
According to Brand, South Africa’s media service MediaClubSouthAfrica.com, the 
major media owners in South Africa are Media 24, Independent Independent News 
and Media, Avusa, and the Caxton and CTP Group . These four media 
conglomerates own almost all the major newspapers and community newspapers, 
most of the consumer magazine titles and a slew of specialist magazines; and they 
also have interests in internet and broadcast ownership. 
(http://www.mediaclubsouthafrica.com/index.php?option=com_content&view=article
&id=110:the-media-in-south-africa&catid=36:media_bg%20) 
 
The Herald, the Weekend Post and La Femme were chosen for this study – based 
on the coverage of local issues that are relevant to the residents of the Nelson 
Mandela Bay metropolitan area. They were also chosen because of their popularity 
readership rating in the city.  
 
As in many media organizations, particularly in free market societies, these 
publications are run like commercial businesses: with the aim of creating profit.  
Barker (2005: 1) observes, “Today with ownership of the media increasingly 
concentrated in the hands of the few corporations, everything is about generating 
larger and larger profit margins and better corporate quarterly reports”.   
 
 Readers of the three newspapers consist of different target audiences, with different 
attitudes and beliefs. These will be described in depth later in the paper. The treatise 
will explore whether the gate-keeping in three publications reflects the changing role 
of women in the present-day Nelson Mandela Bay society. 
 
The purpose of this treatise is to identify any trends of representation of women in 
the Nelson Mandela Bay Municipality, without differentiating between women on the 
basis of social status, age, race or disability. This approach is taken in accordance 
with the broad audience appeal that the three publications attempt; and that reflects 
their AMPS, which will be discussed further on page 58. AMPS contain information 
on the demographics of media audiences. 
CHAPTER 2 – Methodology 
 
2.1 Research design and methods: Content analysis as a method of analysis 
 
A content analysis was chosen as the method of analysis, identifying topics and 
stereotypical representations, according to the occurrence of key words, as used by 
journalists. In her book: Visual Methodologies: An Introduction to the Interpretation of 
Visual Materials, Gillian Rose (2007) explained that content analysis is concerned 
with the investigation of cultural texts, in accordance with the 'ideals' of quantification 
and natural science methodology. 
 
Deacon et al. (2007) identified content analysis as a suitable method to establish 
patterns of representation in media content over a given period of time: several 
months, or even several years. Ritchie and Lewis (2003) explain that the term 
content analysis implies a distinction between ‘content’ and ‘form’; and so this is a 
linear model of communication. 
 
To understand content analysis, reference has to be made to the work 
of Swiss linguist Ferdinand de Saussure. De Saussure discussed the importance of 
language by arguing that language is a system of signs, the sign being the basic unit 
of meaning. "The sign comprises a signifier and signified, the signifier is the 'word 
image' (visual or acoustic) and the signified the mental concept" (De Saussure 1992: 
5). 
 
Weerakkody (2008) further stated that content analysis could be both quantitative 
and qualitative. The quantitative content analysis involves the examination of 
manifest content – the literal, denotative and generally accepted, as well as shared 
meanings of a message: for example, a word, phrase, speech, advertisements and 
other media messages. 
 
Quantitative content analysis involves a process of enumeration – to describe the 
manifest content and measure the 'amounts' of the categories of variables; and this 
is done both empirically and systematically. This means examining a systematically 
selected sample of messages by using the senses of sight and hearing, rather than 
anecdotal evidence (2008:144). De Saussure’s (1992:5) observations corroborate 
this; as he asserted that the word image could not be separated from the mental 
image, and that this was important when a text is analyzed. 
 
Holisti (1969) described content analysis as a multi-purpose research method 
developed specifically for investigating any problem in which the content of 
communication is used as a basis (1969: 2). According to Holisti, content analysis 
had to meet three requirements: objectivity, system and generality (1969: 2). For 
Holisti, objectivity refers to carrying the research process on the basis of explicitly 
formulated rules and procedures. Secondly, systematic criteria require the inclusion 
and exclusion of content or categories, according to consistently applied rules, in 
order to eliminate an analysis in which only materials supporting the investigator's 
hypothesis are admitted as evidence. Thirdly, generality requires that the finding 
must have some theoretical relevance (1969: 2). 
 
Rose (2007) asserts that the method of content analysis is based on counting the 
frequency of certain visual elements in a clearly defined sample of images, and then 
analysing those frequencies. Each aspect of this process must have certain 
requirements, in order to achieve replicable valid results.  She asserts that almost all 
content analyses rely on some sort of sampling procedure. Moreover, the sampling 
should be both representative and significant (2007: 62). 
 
According to Richie and Lewis (2003:197), content analysis consists of taking a 
sample of media, establishing the categories of content, measuring the presence of 
each category within a sample, and interpreting the results, usually against some 
external criterion.  
 
Skjerdal (2000) noted that media scholars prefer to speak of a "media discourse" 
instead of mass communication. This is because the media, especially newspapers, 
television and radio, are seen as conveyors of neutral information from senders to 
many receivers. However, various constructors of meanings are at work at all stages 
in the communication process, implying that the media take part in constructing 
social discourses, as well as simply sending media messages.  
Deacon et al. (2007) emphasize that once a basic qualifying criterion has been 
identified, the researcher may readily stipulate further terms of inclusion.  
 
Before a researcher can begin with an analysis of work, it is however important to 
produce a coding frame comprising two research instruments; firstly, a coding 
schedule and secondly, a coding manual (2007:126). 
 
2.2 Criteria for content analysis 
i) A random sampling technique was adopted for the selection of the articles, which 
appeared in The Herald, the Weekend Post and La Femme over the three-month 
period under review. The technique allows every unit of the sample population an 
equal chance to become a part of the sample (Tunji et al. 2010:1).  Davies and 
Mosdell (2006) also suggest that a sampling procedure has to consider the type of 
article that identifies the type of content that will be analyzed.   
 
 ii) An entire article on women will be treated as the unit of research. The article will 
be assessed as to whether the perspective of the women is present in the articles 
about them. In other words, the research will identify whose voice is present in news 
articles about women.     
 
The research project aims to clarify the underlying messages that made the 
representation of women part of a wider societal discourse, especially for young 
female readers, both in terms of intrinsic and extrinsic assumptions. 
 
The researcher has selected systematic criteria, which require the inclusion of 
articles about women and young girls. The articles or stories chosen for the research 
portrayed ambitions, or the lack thereof, of young girls and women in society. 
Furthermore, the articles chosen were a reflection of future career opportunities for 
young girls. The study has analysed all hard and soft news pertaining to women and 
girls. Also regional, national and foreign news articles pertaining to women and girls 
of all races, ages, occupations, and marital status have been included in the sample. 
 
According to Stelmer (2001), the following six questions must be addressed in every 
content analysis:  
1. Which data are to be analyzed? 
2. How are the subject/s of the study defined? 
3. What is the population from which they are drawn? 
4. What is the context relative to which the data are analyzed? 
5. What are the delimitations (what is included, what is not included) of the analysis? 
 
2.3 Research design 
 
News articles relevant to the study will be analyzed by using a table to collect the 
data about the articles. The table will describe the content to be used for analysis 
later in the research. 
In the category of articles, a table will list the date, author, title, page, key topics, and 
key values. The goal of the table is to gather data about a gender phenomenon in 
the Port Elizabeth newspaper industry. 
 
The key elements collected in the table will then be grouped and contextualized, so 
as to identify any reporting trends and implicit models of framing/interpretation that 
may be suggested in the sample of articles. 
 
2.4 Sample for the main research project 
 
For the purpose of the main study, 24 articles appearing in The Herald, La Femme 
and the Weekend Post between March and April 2010 were analyzed. 
 
2.5 Timeframe for the study 
 
The time allocated for the different stage of the research process is, in broad terms:  
1.     Literature reviews: 3 months 
2.     Analysing print media and conducting survey: 3 months 
3.     Final analysis and interpretation: 2 months 
 
Amongst other things, this thesis aims to identify how these reports, written by the 
journalists of The Herald, La Femme and the Weekend Post, could contribute to an 
ideological function by the depiction of girls and boys in our society. 
 
Articles for the period of April to August 2010 were sourced from these three Port 
Elizabeth newspapers. The Herald is published five times a week, and the Weekend 
Post is published once a week: only on Saturdays.  Only items that had youth, 
women and children as their main focus were coded. Articles where women, children 
and youth were reported only incidentally were ignored. 
 
 Initially, data are collected to provide information regarding a specific topic. For the 
topic, the articles were screened for words, phrases and imagery that suggest the 
use of stereotypes by the journalist. 
 
The data for this research were sourced from electronic archives and print versions 
of The Herald, La Femme and the Weekend Post newspapers. The electronic 
archives are a replica of the print versions of the newspapers. The articles 
specifically covered women and young girls; the articles also had to be 
comprehensive. 
 2.6	Pilot	study	conducted 
 
To assess the scope of the themes that had to be coded for the main study, a pilot 
study was conducted, based on the content in 17 articles in The Herald, La Femme 
and the Weekend Post during March and April 2010. Only items that had youth, 
women and children as their main focus were coded. Items where women, children 
and youth were reported merely incidentally were ignored. 
 
The pilot study yielded the insight that there was a distorted picture of the likelihood 
that children and youth could become victims of crime. For instance, articles on child 
molestation and child trafficking were prominent. 
 
For the purpose of the main study, 24 articles appearing between June and August 
2010 in The Herald, La Femme and the Weekend Post were analyzed. 
 
	2.7	Results	of	the	pilot	study 
 
The trends of representation were similar in all the articles, since women and young 
girls were portrayed as victims in most cases. The women were also stereotyped as 
nurturers. 
 
For an example, in La Femme, the article: "Help needed as Princess skips to 
success", a domestic worker had started her own netball team, not only to motivate 
young girls to have better lifestyles, but to also keep them away from the streets. The 
media showed the subject as caring in her role as a domestic worker, and also in her 
role as a netball coach. 
 
In The Herald article: "Athletics South Africa bars Semenya 'until cleared’, the 
journalist demonstrated the manner in which the media had 'crucified Semenya 
because of her gender’. 
 
In “Child trafficking expected to soar in final holiday before World Cup”, a woman 
speaks out about alleged abuse”; and “Booysen Park school terror, as cops and 
robbers shoot it out”. These are examples of the portrayal of young girls and women 
as victims of violence and chaos in the Nelson Mandela Bay. Furthermore, the 
controversy surrounding athlete Caster Semenya in 2009 is one that appears to 
have redefined the perception of gender differences in South African society.  
 
The article “Athletics bars Semenya 'until cleared'” illustrates leaked gender tests 
that said Semenya is a hermaphrodite, which sparked debate on her sexuality and 
portrayed her as 'the other' – because she is different. 
 
In the pilot study, youth were commonly found to be depicted in standard roles, for 
example, as being students. However, they were also evident in roles where they 
were achievers. In “Teaching girls to take up glamour stakes”, Yolanda Pietersen, 
28, a former beauty queen opened a modelling school in Mdantsane, East London. 
She is framed positively for teaching young girls confidence and communication. 
"Many township girls cannot express themselves properly, even if they are well 
educated; so they end up not getting the job. It's a big barrier for us, so I teach them 
to interact, to communicate". 
Women are portrayed as carers; and in “Plush new Border SPCA cat haven causing 
quite a purr”, cat lover Verona Veltman has spent R150 000 on setting up a cattery.  
The articles in the pilot study have received prominence, as they appear on page 
three in The Herald and La Femme, and on page five in the Weekend Post. 
Generally, pages three and five are known as human interest pages, which means 
that they are articles designated for interesting people who have uplifting stories.  
 
The pilot study indicated that the results should be assessed against dominant 
stereotypes of women and girls, or the contradiction of these, in order to identify any 
distinct trends in reporting. 
 
2.8 Assumptions 
 
This study researches how local print media depict young women, particularly within 
the context of career opportunities, based on the assumptions that:  
1. The media do have an influence on readers' perceptions and subsequent choices 
and actions, even if this influence cannot be quantified. 
2.     As part of a social, cultural and political system, the media are influenced by 
these contexts; and they will, therefore, reflect certain preferences and biases in their 
publications. 
3.     Because of these biases, the representation of women in the context of career 
opportunities, aimed at a young female readership, would not be neutral or 
"objective", but subject to the continuing dominance of male perceptions in society. 
 
The research, therefore, proposes to conduct an exploratory study on the portrayal 
of implicit career opportunities for young contemporary South African women in The 
Herald, The Herald women’s supplement La Femme, which is published on 
Wednesdays and the Weekend Post – with the purpose of establishing any possible 
patterns, biases or preconceptions. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CHAPTER 3 – The Literature Review 
 
The need to do away with inequalities between men and women has long been 
identified in many societies. For the purpose of this thesis, the origins of gender-
related social awareness in Western societies need to be identified. This study is 
based on the premise that, despite their location in Africa and their considerable 
black South African readership, the three newspapers under study essentially reflect 
modern Western perceptions of women, as a result of their own growth from earlier 
British newspaper models, the country’s particular history of British influences on the 
media, and the modern urban environment of the city (Fourie 2007:30). This 
assumption will be addressed further in the discussion of the results. 
 
Aristotle, in his study on society, conceived that the function of men is to occupy the 
top status of mortal beings, and that all the moral standards applied to women, who 
"therefore are determined by [their] function as bearers of new citizens and 
guardians of the home" (Okin and Mansbridge 1994: 20). Aristotle also asserted that 
it was not at all appropriate for a woman to be manly or clever, and argued that those 
who ruled over others (men) need a full complement of reason. Such assertions 
have promoted patriarchy and created expectations for women by men in societies; 
and it would take time to change such perceptions.  
 
In a summary of feminist media studies, Fourie (2007) acknowledges that there have 
been numerous content analysis studies of magazines, newspapers, films, television 
programmes and advertisements that have shown how women are mainly portrayed 
as objects of sexual desire, housewives or mothers, and in subordinate positions to 
men. From a psychoanalytical perspective, the interest moves to the male gaze. The 
premise is that the portrayal of women in the media is the result of male perceptions. 
One of the reasons for this is a deeply entrenched male patriarchy (Fourie 2007: 
143) that operates even today – in a diversity of cultures. 
 
Kotzin (2000:18) notes that in the writing of Aristotle, one of the greatest 
philosophers, men are treated as being superior to women; women are, as it were 
infertile men; and we come to understand males by what they have, and females by 
what they lack. “The female is a deformity or failure. She is a deficient or defective 
male” (2000:18). 
 
Kotzin (2000) points out that many feminist philosophers have drawn attention to the 
oddity of claiming that about half of the members of the species have an alleged 
deformity.  This implies that Aristotle’s claims had, for many centuries, indeed 
inhibited the practice of “good science”.  
 
3.1 Values are at the centre of identity 
 
More recently, authors have examined the way in which social institutions, practices 
and discourse define women. In their book: Defining Women: Social Institutions and 
Gender Divisions, the editors, McDowell and Pringle (1992: 3), found that women 
were constantly defined in relation to men. 
 
In the mid-1800s, the term ‘feminism’ was used to refer to “the qualities of females”; 
and it was not until after the First International Women’s Conference in Paris in 1892, 
that the term was used regularly in English for a belief in and advocacy of equal 
rights for women (Boyle 2005). 
 
The origin of the feminist movement is rooted in Europe and the US, beginning with 
the mobilisation of suffrage during the late 19th and early 20th century, a period 
referred to as the first wave of feminism. The second wave of feminism ignored the 
ongoing domination of males between the 1920s and 1960s, as well as the 
resistance outside mainstream politics, particularly by women of colour and working-
class women (Boyle 2005).   
 
In a study on the post-feminist era, author Boyle (2005) reviews the multiple 
characteristics of the second and third waves of feminism in media studies, and 
reflects on the relevance of the movement.  Citing Projansky (2001), who notes the 
passing of the second wave of feminism, Boyle (2005:31) argues that the 
proclamation of the ‘death’ of feminism depended on the assumption that the 
feminist movement is a linear one. It is difficult to sustain the death of feminism, 
because this challenge has been rediscovered by subsequent generations and a 
variety of societies. 
 
Whether or not they are similar to men, different or complementary to them, male 
behaviour is allegedly always used as a reference point for female actions. Most 
commonly, women are defined in familial terms as carers and nurturers. Their 
identity and status thus derive from their relation to their explicitly gendered 
categories as mothers, daughters and wives. 
 
Hall (1990) explains that values are social creations that exist before, and survive 
long after individuals have died. The values are perpetuated through the process of 
socialization, through which individuals internalise group values and the tensions 
surrounding them. He states that families mediate the values of society (1990:25). 
Hall’s observation of the values of women is important for understanding society’s 
attitude towards women. Hall writes that obedience and sacrifice for others are 
significant values in women’s socialization. “Such indoctrination makes it difficult for 
women to know who they are, and [to] acknowledge their own feelings” (1990:26). 
 
Hall furthermore insists that, despite certain inherited values, women can resocialise 
themselves by changing their identity. “Indeed, the real revolution is for women to 
transform their attitudes, behaviours, and the structures of society that restrict them.” 
Women come into their own when they self-consciously accept or reject their 
parents’ values (1990:26).  
 
3.2 Similar studies on women’s representation 
 
The media are perceived to be the main instruments in conveying stereotypical, 
patriarchal and hegemonic values on women and femininity (Van Zoonen 1994:27). 
Research on stereotypes by Tuchman (1978) established that the media pass on 
society’s heritage – which is deeply sexist – in order to secure continuity and 
integration.  
 
The concept of “symbolic annihilation”, referring to the media’s under-representation, 
and trivialisation of women, was popularised by Tuchman (1978). Since then, a large 
scholarship has quantified and qualified the news media’s sins against women (e.g., 
Fountaine & McGregor 1999).  
 
Tuchman differentiated between guidelines and sex-role stereotypes. Stereotypes 
were more confining and stringent, and were more likely to suggest persons who are 
not conforming to the specified ways of appearing, behaving and thinking. In 
Tuchman’s work, the media’s treatment of women is considered to be a “national 
social problem”.  
In his work, Tuchman (1978:26) found that soft news, like fashion, homemaking, 
advice, and society are usually reserved for women, whereas the hard news is 
mostly geared toward the male audience. Interestingly, the study found that because 
newspapers were commercial entities whose aim was to appease large audiences, 
they were less likely to advocate social change (1978:27).   
More recently, an interrogation of the media as a complex system of gender, race 
and economics, completed by Aldoory and Parry-Giles (2005), argued that the 
hegemony of Western feminism dominated global feminist studies. In the process, 
women of colour, particularly from the developing countries, were rendered invisible 
(2005:37).  
 
Furthermore, Aldoory and Parry-Giles (2005) concur with Van Zoonen by reiterating 
that one of the ways in which the media organize power is through stereotypical 
representations, which reinforce social rules, and roles that are sexist and racist 
(2005:341).   
 
On studying the suitability of television characters, including Madonna, Ally McBeal 
and Buffy, from Buffy the Vampire Slayer, to become role models for women, Boyle 
(2005:33) warns of the danger of the media’s obsession with appearances. The 
focus on appearances as an indicator of women’s worth, and as feminist role 
models, reiterates the stereotype that women are objects of the (male’s) gaze 
(2005:33). 
 
The emphasis on appearance and clothing have also contributed to the construction 
of feminism as being an outdated fashion performance, associated with repression, 
and replaced by this season’s post-feminist lip gloss, designer shoes and push-up 
bras (2005:33). 
 
Aveen Maguire (1992) insisted that power is being used against women in our 
society in her article: Power: now you see it, now you don't: A woman's guide to how 
power works. Using Webster's classic definition of power, i.e. that power is the 
probability that one actor within a social relationship will be in a position to carry out 
his own will – even against resistance (1992:19). 
 
 
According to Rhode (1998:70), for those who care about gender equality, the issue is 
not whether women are represented in the media, but how they are presented in the 
media.  
 
Studies conducted in the US (1996) and in the UK  (1998), as well as in a Nordic 
Survey of 2002, McNamara investigated the impact of newspaper articles on young 
people aged 15-16, regarding their life and career expectations. These studies 
generally found that reading newspaper articles did not inspire young people; nor did 
they provide positive expectations for life. The reason for this might be linked to the 
way young people are depicted in newspapers. 
 
 In a 1996 study by McNamara, the content of the Boston Herald was researched in 
terms of the way the youth were portrayed. The researchers analyzed 324 articles in 
the Boston Herald, and 513 in front-page articles from 1 September to 31 December, 
1995. 
They looked for stories on young people under 20 years old, but found few; the 
majority of these articles were about children as victims. 
 
Not surprisingly, the above survey found that newspaper articles did not inspire the 
youth. This is ironic in the light of Harris and Bird's work (2005). They observed that 
the representation of children in society has a dimension founded on some of the 
most positive values associated and attributed to children: "Children are associated 
with hope, innocence, and happiness" (Harris and Bird). 
 
 
In Rhodes’ observation of a study of the Washington Post’s coverage of a Texas 
governor’s representation of Anne Richards as a “fifty-seven-year-old white-haired 
grandmother,” and her rival, Clayton Williams, as a “West Texas oil man” (1998:73), 
she also identified that to many Americans, both inside and outside the media, the 
constant emphasis on women’s physical appearance seems to be a trivial and 
irrelevant issue.  
 
She argued that to trivialise  the problem, is to miss the roots, and broader 
implications. By presenting powerful women as sexual objects, media coverage both 
undermines their credibility and marginalises their contributions (1998:74). 
 
In an ideological analysis of culture for women, Angela McRobbie’s (1982) 
examination of British teenage magazine Jackie, aimed at girls in the ten to fourteen 
age group, McRobbie found that the print media continued to apply stereotypes.  
McRobbie sets out to describe the publishing house responsible for Jackie.  
 
D.C Thompson, whose history is characterised by ‘a vigorous anti-unionism’ and a 
‘strict code of censorship and content’, McRobbbie argues that these companies are 
not simply pursuing profits, but they are involved in ‘an implicit attempt to win 
consent to the dominant order in terms of femininity, leisure and consumption, i.e. at 
the level of culture (1982:87).  
 
McRobbie found, for example, that in Jackie’s picture stories, brunette girls did not 
only have brown hair and brown eyes, but also were involved in a vicious plot to get 
the man they wanted.   
  
3.3 Representation 
 
For many scholars, the stereotype of women’s sexuality, victimization, primitiveness 
and empowerment are often transported globally ad locally through representations 
of women’s bodies (Aldoory and Parry-Giles 2005:344).  
 
The binary opposites of hope and despair that are associated with media 
representations of children highlight not only the excessive nature of representation 
as s ensational news, but also the emotions and power inherent in the representation 
of these extremes. 
 
According to Harris and Bird (2005), the most powerful images of children have been 
used to demonstrate the horrors of conflict. The image of Hector Peterson being 
carried by a friend, while his sister cried alongside him, during the 1976 student 
uprisings in South Africa, or the picture of nine-year-old Kim running naked down a 
street in Vietnam – after she was burned on her back during an attack by the South 
Vietnamese Air Force in 1972 – illustrate how images of children have been used to 
depict horror. 
 
Mail and Guardian ombudsman, Franz Krüger (2004), wrote that women have 
appeared in the media in a limited range of roles; they are housewives, victims, or 
simply decorative individuals (2004: 141). Gauntlett (2008) agrees with Krüger, and 
highlighted that overall, men were more likely to be assertive (or aggressive), whilst 
women were more likely to be passive. He maintained that “men were much more 
likely to be adventurous, active and victorious, whereas women were more 
frequently shown as weak, ineffectual, victimised, supportive, laughable, or merely 
token females (2008:47)”.   
 
Mahler (2000) insists that the premise of gender studies is that the different 
characters of women and men, as widely accepted in society, are products of 
socialisation and not a biological given. "Girls and boys are brought up to act and 
think the way they do; and if they were conditioned differently, then the character of 
the two sexes would be different too" (2000:3). 
 
For example, if little boys were given dolls from an early age, taught how to hold, and 
feel and cuddle and dress them, they would be more nurturing and caring in 
character. Nurturing is presently seen as the result of women's biology; and this is 
supposedly a characteristic which men do not possess (Mahler 2000:3). Conversely, 
girls can be taught to be 'masculine' by playing with guns, too. 
 
The French writer, philosopher and feminist, Simone de Beauvoir, argued that men 
had made women the "Other" in society by putting a false aura of "mystery" around 
women (De Beauvoir 175:2001). 
She argued that men used this as an excuse not to understand women or their 
problems, and not to help them; and that this stereotyping was always done in 
societies by the group higher in the hierarchy to the group lower in the hierarchy. 
She argued that this also happened on the basis of other categories of identity, such 
as race, class, and religion. However, she said that it was nowhere more true than 
with gender, in which men stereotyped women and used it as an excuse to organise 
society into a patriarchy. 
 
Citing the work of Boyle (1963), Guttmann (1991), Luschen (1981), and that of 
Creedon (1994), it has been  said that there are two recurrent themes that have 
emerged from the analysis of numerous historians and sociologists, suggesting that 
sport is an expression of the socio-cultural system in which it occurs and sports 
mirror-ritual the values of those societies, in which they are developed (Creedon 
1994:3). 
 
Creedon, furthermore (1994:4), defined sport as that which influences language, 
clothing styles and concepts of heroes and heroines.  
Its athletes and teams become our symbolic warriors, defending the honour of 
our schools, towns or nation. Its games and contests become symbolic 
representations of personal and societal struggles for such things as property 
fairness, honour and economic gain (Creedon 1994:4). 
 
It is little wonder that there have been skewed representations of women in sport in 
the media. This research project on the media representations of children is 
designed to be a critical study that is sensitive to gender issues from various social 
and economic perspectives. Simply put, a gender study is a field of interdisciplinary 
study, which analyses the phenomenon of gender. A gender study is sometimes 
related to the study of class, race, ethnicity, sexuality and location (Mahler 2000:9). 
 
“Women entering the political arena provide the news media with a problem. As 
women, they embody a challenge to masculine authority. As active, powerful women 
they defy easy categorisation. Often the media attempt to contain the threats they 
pose by trying to situate them as ‘women’ rather than as ‘politicians’ (Gallagher  
2001:80-81).” 
 
However, the reality of the South African government has changed the view of 
women quite substantially since 1994. A growing number of women are becoming 
economically active and are entering the labour market. There have also been massive 
shifts in the enrolment patters at South Africa’s higher education institutions. The increasing 
enrolments of women at tertiary institutions have contributed to their emancipation, and will 
effectively promote their participation in economic, social and other activities. 
 
Enrolments in 2000 have showed an increase in the number and proportion of 
women students to 308 000 (about 53 percent of the total) in universities (Council for 
Higher Education 2001:36). However, if one considers educational measures, 
namely the levels of literacy, males rate higher with respect to literacy and 
educational attainment. Men exhibit higher literacy rates than women of the same 
age (Statistics South Africa, 2002) and men have a higher rate when it comes to 
university education. 
  
An analysis of trends in the occupational structure of economically active women in 
South Africa shows the typical shift out of agriculture into industry-related jobs 
(Verhoef, 1996). Just over half (52 percent) of employed women work in the formal 
sector, compared with close to three-quarters (74 percent) of employed men 
(Statistics South Africa 2002). 
 
According to a Department of Local Government paper titled Leadership in Local 
Government, Concept Paper from http://www.thedplg.gov.za/ the ANC-led 
government has shown a pro-women development character, with a large number of 
women being elected to executive positions in government. “More importantly, 
women in South Africa have been elected to positions that carry clout, and [that] are 
of strategic importance to the country” (2006:18).  
 
The Leadership in Local Government, Concept Paper recognized the ruling party 
and the opposition (i.e. the DA’s Helen Zille in the Western Cape), in elevating the 
leadership of women. “This show of confidence unfortunately does not remove all the 
barriers women have to face in leadership. Some of the challenges women leaders 
face in local government include a lack of acknowledgement of their leadership 
capability, disrespect by male counterparts, lack of support from male colleagues, 
etc. (2006:25)” .  
 
A considerable contribution of especially mature women in politics and governance 
in South Africa is increasingly offering the youth another image of public womanhood 
than that of the outdated conventions. 
 
Furthermore, the Leadership in Local Government, Concept Paper insists there have 
been improvements in the inclusion of women in local Government leadership 
positions. These improvements have been made in South Africa as part of the ANC’s 
commitment to the 50/50 campaign in local government (2006:25).  
 
Researchers, Katz and Whitehead (2003), note that since the Second World War, 
women have played an increasingly important role in the economies of both 
developing and developed countries; and South Africa is no exception. “Together 
with political and economic transformation, the transformation of the labour market, 
and the increased numbers of women occupying positions of leadership, the role of 
women in the socio-economic environment is a significant development in the history 
of this country” (Kotze 2003:77). 
 
According to Kotze (2003:77), to be able to achieve sustainable political success and 
economic growth, the role of women is essential. The South African parliament has 
been ranked 10th out of 130 parliaments in the world, in terms of women’s 
representation. According to a speech by former president, Thabo Mbeki, during a 
Women’s Day Celebration in 2008, because of the opportunities opened up by 
democracy, women have charted their way in fields previously reserved for men. 
However, there is more work required. According to Mbeki: 
“While we have professional women who are realising their dreams, most 
South African women still do not have enough resources to change their lives 
for the better. Many of these women survive in the margins of our society 
because of exclusion from general education, skills-development 
programmes, and access to other opportunities. Almost half live in rural areas 
and informal urban settlements” (2008).   
 
Macdonald (1995:6) recognises that currently there are multiple forms of 
representation, but this leaves the balances of power unaltered. He raises the fact 
that there is a need to explore responses more carefully before leaping to the 
conclusion that contradictions in the representation of women (or for that matter, 
many other marginalised groups) would necessarily be a catalyst for change.  
 
3.4 Theoretical approaches 
 
A theory may be thought of as a kind of lens, which once we look through it, makes it 
possible to see clearly what is going on; or it may be thought of as a frame within 
which things are brought into order or given relation to one another (Inglis 1990:2). 
For the purpose of this research reference will be made to: the power of feminist 
theory, four theories of the press, and Giddens’ theory of structuration. 
 Boyd-Barrett and Newbold (1995) traced the power of the media to the work of 
authors Curran, Gurevitch, and Woollacott (1982). These authors assessed the 
impact of the power of the media from the 1940s to the 1960s; they saw it as giving 
rise to a new academic orthodoxy. Curran et al. noted that a succession of empirical 
inquiries, using experimental laboratory and social survey techniques, demonstrated 
that people tended to expose themselves, to understand, and to remember 
communications selectively – according to their previous experiences.  
 
People it was argued, manipulated, rather than were manipulated by the mass 
media. The empirical demonstration of selective audience behaviour was further 
enforced by gratification studies, which argued that the audience members were 
active rather than passive; and that they bring to the media a variety of different 
needs and uses that influence their response to the media (Boyd-Barrett and 
Newbold (1995:104).  
 
Leading scholars including Katz, Lazersfeld and Klapper reacted strongly against the 
belief that the media could be omnipotent. 
 
The limited model of media influence was attacked by scholars in the Marxist and 
neo-Marxist critical tradition; and these scholars became a growing influence on 
mass communication research in the 1970s. The media, they argued were 
ideological agencies that played a central role in maintaining class domination: 
research studies that denied media influence were so disabled in their theoretical 
approach, as to be scarcely worth confronting. 
 These authors argue that while the two research traditions are fundamentally and 
irreconcilably opposed, they are not divided primarily by the differences highlighted 
in the debate. In fact, the empirical studies did not demonstrate that the mass media 
had only a little influence: on the contrary, they revealed the central role of the media 
in consolidating and fortifying the values and attitudes of audience members. 
Ironically, “Marxist and critical commentators have argued that the mass media play 
a strategic role in reinforcing dominant norms and values that legitimize the social 
values (Boyd-Barrett and Newbold 1995:105)”.    
 
Feminist media theory 
 
The goal of feminism is social change of the unequal relations between men and 
women. This study falls into the socialist-feminist tradition, which combines radical 
and liberal feminist theory to find a mid-way for society and the media to break down 
the pre-conceptions surrounding women. According to Van Zoonen (1994:12), liberal 
feminism is more prominent in the United States and Europe, where the impression 
is that liberal feminism is a political strategy that has not produced the same 
elaboration of theory, as has arisen more directly from socialist and radical traditions. 
   
“The solutions socialist feminism offers are not so much different from liberal or 
radical media strategies. Usually, a double strategy is advanced: reforming the 
mainstream media, as well as producing separate feminist media” (Van Zoonen 
1996:37).       
 
To Van Zoonen (1994:2), feminism nowadays is not easily defined, as it has moved 
from being a highly visible, vital and sometimes spectacular countercultural form – to 
a customary, but at times still controversial component of established institutions, 
such as political parties, unions, universities and local and national administrators.    
 
Representation has always been an important battleground for contemporary 
feminism (Van Zoonen 1994:12). Classical feminist books, in which the media have 
been at the centre of feminist critique include: The Feminine Mystique (1963), in 
which Betty Friedan accused the media and a range of allied experts, such as 
doctors, psychiatrists and sociologists, for installing insecurity, fear and frustration 
among ordinary women who could not live up to the ideal of the ‘happy housewife 
heroine’.  
 
Another book: The Female Eunuch by Germaine Greer (1971) was against mass- 
produced romantic fiction – for conning women into believing in fairytales of 
heterosexual romance and happiness.  
 
Stereotype, gender socialization and ideology are the three themes in feminist media 
studied.  Van Zoonen argued in the stereotype theme that women are under-
represented the media content and production (1994:18). According to Tong 
(1989:113), pornographic representations encourage men to treat women as mere 
objects, thereby reinforcing male dominance. In other words, pornography hinders 
women’s opportunities for acquiring equal rights.  
 
Althusser introduced the term ideological state apparatus to refer to institutions, such 
as religion, culture and politics. In Althusser’s theory of ideology, the individual is 
drawn into the dominant ideology. 
 
Theories of Journalism 
 
The theories of journalism provide a framework within which to examine the nature of 
the relationship between journalism and society, and what is expected from the 
media, according to the social environment in which it operates. The book: Four 
Theories of the Press (authored by Fred Siebert, Theodore Peterson and Wilbur 
Schramm 1956) is concerned with the philosophical and political rationales or 
theories which lie behind the different kinds of press we have in the world today 
(1956:2).  
 
These theories are, namely: the authoritarian, the libertarian, social responsibilities 
and soviet communist. 
 
Authoritarian theory 
 
Authoritarian media, dominated by the sovereign or state, reflect the oldest of the 
media theories, as it came into being during the authoritarian climate of the late 
Renaissance, soon after the invention of printing. In that society, truth was conceived 
to be, not the product of the great mass of people, but of a few wise men that were in 
a position to direct others (1956:2). According to Siebert et al., the authoritarian 
theory is one in which the press, as an institution, is controlled in its functions and 
operation by organized society through another institution: Government (1956:3).  
Since most of the governments of Western Europe were operating on authoritarian 
principles when the popular press merged, these same principles became the basis 
of press control. Any theory of the relationship of the mass media of communication 
to organised society, of which it is part, will be determined by four philosophical 
assumptions by the State. These are, namely: the nature of man; secondly, the 
nature of society and of the State; thirdly, the relation of man to the State; and 
fourthly, the basic philosophical problem, which is: the nature of knowledge and of 
truth. 
 
However, in an authoritarian society, man could attain his full potentialities only as a 
member of society. But, as an individual, his sphere of activity was extremely limited; 
and as a member of society, or of an organized community, his ability to achieve his 
goals was immeasurably increased. Under this assumption, the group took on an 
importance greater than that of the individual, since only through the group could an 
individual accomplish his purposes (Petersen, Siebert and Schramm 1956:11). 
 
Plato idealized the aristocratic form of government, and according to Plato, once 
authority in a state is equally distributed, then disintegration sets in (Petersen, 
Siebert and Schramm 1956:12). Later, Machiavelli was concerned that, human 
nature being what it is, the role of the political leader is to utilize whatever means are 
necessary to forward the interests of his political unit (Petersen, Siebert and 
Schramm 1956:12). “Official journals” representing governments were established in 
western countries.         
  Libertarian theory 
 
Liberalism, write Petersen, Siebert and Schramm (1956:39), as a social and political 
system, has a set framework for the institutions, which function within its orbit; and 
the press, like other institutions, is conditioned by principles underlying the society, of 
which it is a part. Man, say libertarians, is a rational animal and is an end in himself. 
The happiness and wellbeing of the individual is the goal of society; and man is a 
thinking organism, capable of organizing the world around him (1956:40).  
 
Under the libertarian concept, the functions of the mass media of communication are 
to inform and to entertain. A third function is to develop a necessary correlate to 
others – in order to provide a basis of economic support, and thus to assure financial 
independence. This was the sales or advertising function. The essential 
characteristic of this process was its freedom from government controls and 
domination (Petersen, Siebert and Schramm 1956:51).  Newspapers, in particular, 
led the battle against attempts by the State to limit its functions.  
 
With the establishment of the of libertarian concept, a theoretical basis then existed 
for the modern concept of freedom of expression. The press then conceived and 
developed “the theory of objective reporting” (1956:60).  
 
 
Social Responsibility Theory 
 
It is widely accepted that the social responsibility of the press arose from the need 
for an independent press that scrutinized other social institutions, and could provide 
objective, accurate news reports. Peterson (1956) views social responsibility as a 
theory that the press, which enjoys a privileged position under our government, is 
now obliged to be responsible to the society for carrying out certain essential 
functions of mass communications in contemporary society, “to the extent that the 
press recognises its responsibility and makes them the basis of its operational 
policies” (Peterson 1956: 74).   
 
The media are also expected to carry responsibility for the messages they transmit 
(Peterson 1956:97). 
 
The social responsibility theory was born out of the technological changes which 
increased the size, speed and efficiency of the old media and brought new ones, like 
movies, radio, and television. Industrialization was accompanied by a growing 
volume of advertising, which became the major source of support for newspapers 
and broadcasting (196:77). In this way, the media became controlled by relatively 
few individuals.  
 
This theory suggests that the social responsibility of the media is a safeguard against 
totalitarianism (1956:82). The ideas on which democratic capitalism rested also 
underwent changes; the belief that each entrepreneur would automatically serve the 
common good, as he selfishly pursued his own interests, gave way to the belief that 
American business industry must assume certain business obligations to the 
community (1956:82). 
 Peterson et al. write (1956:88) that in adhering to objective reporting, the media have 
tried to present more than one side to a story; but in doing so, the media have not 
always bothered to evaluate for the reader the trustworthiness of conflicting sources, 
nor have they supplied the perspective essential to a complete understanding of a 
situation – as set out by the federal communications commission created in 1934 in 
the United States to bring order to the airwaves, and keep an eye on radio content 
(Petersen, Siebert and Schramm 1956). 
 
Schramm writes that Marx turned Hegel’s dialectic on its head, by arguing that the 
material conditions of life – chiefly man’s way of making his living, and the kind of 
living he makes – will determine man’s ideas. In other words, economics – the 
system of productive forces and productive relations – is the central factor in the life 
of a man. This is the single fact, as George Kannan put it, that determines the nature 
of public life and the physiognomy of society (Petersen, Siebert and Schramm 
1956:109).   
   
According to McQuail (as quoted by Fourie 2001:194), the social responsibility 
theory is based on the need for the media to support democratic principles. The 
media are under an obligation to create a forum for different viewpoints. The media 
should meet certain standards. According to the social responsibility theory, the 
media should have regulatory bodies, independent of the government, for the 
organisation and partial control of the media. The Social Responsibility theory is 
useful to women’s topics, since the media can contribute to shaping public 
perceptions. Thus, the media have a responsibility to represent all the different social 
groups in society – in a balanced manner.  
 
Fourie (2001:194) argues that the solution to the problem of reconciling freedom with 
social responsibility in South Africa lies with the regulatory bodies, independent of 
government, for the organization and partial control of the media through internal 
media regulations, such as the Independent Communications Authority of South 
Africa (ICASA) for broadcasting and telecommunications, or the Press Ombudsman 
for newspapers.  
 
Furthermore, professional bodies, such as the South African Editors’ Forum should 
advance and nurture balanced ad impartial news representation. 
 
McQuail (2005) asserts that normative theories of the media can be described as 
being concerned with examining or prescribing how the media ought to operate, if 
certain values are to be observed or maintained. This theory is important because it 
plays a part in shaping and legitimising media institutions; and it has considerable 
influence on expectations concerning the media that are held by the media's own 
audiences (2005:16). 
 
Three normative theories, namely, the Social Responsibility Theory, Giddens’ Theory 
of Structuration and the Framing theory, will form the theoretical basis of this 
research project. 
 
3.5 Giddens’ theory of structuration 
 
Giddens’ theory of structuration (as cited by Gauntlett 2008:102) is that human 
agencies (at micro-level activity) and social structures (at the macro-level) 
continuously feed into each other. The social structure is reproduced through the 
repetition of acts by individual people (and therefore could change). In other words, 
there are invisible social forces which provide resistance when individuals find it 
difficult to act in certain ways.  
 
Giddens’ theory implies that in the social structure there are traditions, institutions, 
moral codes and established ways of doing things; but it also suggests that these 
acts can be changed, if individuals, or the public, start to ignore them, replace them 
or reproduce them differently (Giddens 2008:102).  
 
The rules represent forces similar to the ‘rules’ of social order; and they may operate 
subliminally in the conscience of individuals – since they are not explicitly stated or 
laid down in writing, and often have no formal force to back them up – but 
nevertheless, people can be shocked when seemingly minor expectations are not 
catered for (2008:103).      
Giddens notes that social life is constituted by implicit structures rather than by mere 
random individual acts; but at the same time, it is not determined by such social 
forces alone (2008:102).  
 
Giddens’ structuration theory has been described as abstract (Reus 2009); it is 
defined as rules and resources, organized as properties of social systems. The 
theory is concerned with the relationship between the individual and society; and it is 
important to investigate women’s topics because it recognizes that while society 
socializes girls and boys differently, they can ignore the norms and begin a new path 
for themselves. 
 
3.6 The Framing theory 
 
According to Klandermans (1997:45), the social construction of collective action 
frames public discourse. McQuail (2005:379) summarises framing as a way of giving 
someone an overall interpretation to isolated items of fact.  
 
He argues that it is almost unavoidable for journalists to do this, and in so doing, to 
depart from pure ‘objectivity’, and to introduce an intended or unintended bias. 
“When information is supplied to news media by sources (as much often is), then it 
arrives with a built-in frame that suits the purpose of the source, and is unlikely to be 
purely objective (2005:379).”  
  
McQuail (2005:378) cites Goffman (1974) as the originator of the idea that a frame is 
needed to organise otherwise fragmentary items of experience or information. The 
idea of a ‘frame’ in relation to news has been used in place of terms, such as ‘frame 
of reference’, ‘context’, ‘theme’ or even ‘news angle’.  
 
Citing the work of Entman (1993), McQuail (2005:378) describes that framing 
involves selection and salience, and states “that frames define problems, diagnose 
causes, make moral judgments and suggest remedies”. Textual devices used to 
perform framing include using certain words or phrases, making certain textual 
references, choosing certain pictures or film, giving examples as typical, and 
referring to certain sources. 
 
Framing theory is related to the agenda-setting tradition; but it expands the research 
by focusing on the essence of issues rather than on a particular topic. The basis of 
framing is that the media focuses attention on certain events, and then places them 
within a certain field of meaning. 
   
The framing theory is related to agenda-setting; while agenda emphasises the 
selection of topics, issues or events in the media, framing emphasises the 
representation, the treatment and even the production of issues (Fourie 2001: 245). 
 
This study aims to apply framing theory to the selection of articles to assess the 
manner in which women are framed. 
 
3.7 Background and readership profile for the sampled newspapers 
 
Three Port Elizabeth English newspapers were chosen, based on high local 
readership, as determined by AMPS for 2009. According to the AMPS of 2010, The 
Herald has a readership of 278 000. The average age of The Herald readers is 38. A 
total of 54% of readers are men, and 46% are women. The average household 
income is R12 989 and the average personal income is R7 480.  According to the 
AMPS of 2010, 56% of readers are from the upper middle class (LSM 7-10); 29% of 
readers are from the lower middle class (LSM 6-7); 8% are from the transitional class 
(LSM4-5); only 1%  are from the traditional class (LSM 1-3), and 6% are from the 
elite (LSM 10). People classified under the traditional class live in huts and clusters, 
while those in the transitional class are those in the middle class, while LSM 7-11 are 
in the upper middle class. 
 
The South African Research Foundation (SAARF) Living Standards Measure  
(LSM) is a widely used marketing research tool in Southern Africa. According to 
SAARF, the LSM groups people according to their living standards, using criteria – 
such as degree of urbanisation and ownership of cars and major appliances.  It 
divides the population into 10 LSM groups, 10 (highest) to 1 (lowest). Previously, 
eight groups were used, but this changed in 2001 when the new SAARF Universal 
LSM consisting of 10 groups was introduced (http://www.saarf.co.za/LSM/lsms.htm) 
(accessed on November 2, 2010). This study uses the ten-group scale. Both the 
AMPS of 2009 and 2010 were used, since their categories of information 
complemented each other. 
 
According to the AMPS of 2010, there are 294 000 readers of the Weekend Post. 
The average age of Weekend Post readers is 39. A total of 53% of readers are men, 
while 47% are women. The average household income is R12 231, and the average 
personal income is R7 793. A total of 48% of readers are from the upper middle 
class (LSM 7-10), while 30% are from the lower middle class (LSM 6-7), 11% are 
from the transitional class (LSM 4-5), 2% are from the traditional class, and 9% are 
from the elite class (LSM 10). 
 
According to the AMPS of 2010, La Femme has the biggest circulation of 
the three titles – with a total of 503 000 readers. According to the AMPS of 2009, the 
average age of these readers is 37. The average household income of is R10 968, 
while the average personal income is R6 602. The majority of the readers (45%) are 
from the upper-middle class (LSM 7-10), while 38 are from the lower-middle class 
(LSM 6-7), 12%  (LSM 4-5) are from the transitional class, while 1% of readers is 
from the traditional class (LSM 1-3), and 4% are from the elite class (LSM 10). 
 
According to the AMPS, the majority of readers for all three papers are black people 
who reside in the townships of the Nelson Mandela Bay. The readership of all three 
publications seems to overlap substantially.  For example, all three have an average 
age group, which is at least 37 years old, and a similar level of income. Except for La 
Femme, the majority of readers are men from the upper-middle class. 
 
The above-mentioned media theories will allow the student to investigate the 
intentions of The Herald, the Weekend Post and La Femme in its articles on women 
and girls. In the next chapter, these theories will be used to demonstrate the 
recurring themes in the representation of career opportunities for women in the print 
media of Port Elizabeth. 
CHAPTER 4 - Findings of the Content analysis  
 
4.1 Positive framing 
 
According to Klandermans (1997:45), the "social construction of collective action 
frames" involves "public discourse, that is, the interface of media discourse and 
interpersonal interaction; persuasive communication during mobilisation campaigns 
by movement organizations, their opponents and counter-movement organizations; 
and consciousness raising during episodes of collective action." 
 
Certain articles in the context of this study have framed the women and young girls 
positively. In Going for gold in both business and sport, Elmarie Venter is portrayed 
as a positive role model for young girls and women. Not only is she vice president of 
the Family Business Association, she is co-director of the newly established Family 
Business Unit at the Nelson Mandela Metropolitan University. She had just 
completed her first Iron Man contest a month earlier. Her belief is: “a disciplined 
approach is the secret to success in work and life". 
 
The main voice in Deaf woman chosen to represent SA at golf is Gail Klichowics, 
who is commended for being chosen to represent South Africa in a golf tournament 
in Scotland. Being deaf has not stood in the way of this mother of two becoming a 
golfer, and bookkeeper to a legal firm. In Girls shine in science and maths, young 
girls from Grahamstown are positively framed for becoming ambassadors for these 
difficult subjects, which had been previously dominated by boys.   
 
Susan Petereil is not an ordinary housewife in Bay 'soccer mom' school game. By 
quoting her as the coach and founder of soccer in Nelson Mandela Bay's former 
Model C school, there is confidence that women can also influence schools for 
change in the sporting codes. The positive framing is aligned with the ability of 
women to manage in all levels of society. In Cleaner model.restores balance for BBC 
man, by L.Mayekiso, the cleaner acts in a selfless role by returning a visitor’s items 
after an anonymous thief snatched them.  
 
4.2 Negative framing 
 
In Top Bay doctor in 'panty' squabble: Student’s thong removed, as a 'tease' while 
giving vitamin injection, harassment against a woman is trivialised instead of being 
highlighted. Both the headline and the content of this article show an uncaring 
attitude towards the victim of sexual assault, by using phrases like ‘panty’ and 
‘tease’. 
Women are framed negatively in: Tragic moms dump babies: Recession, poverty 
sees big increase in child abandonment, with many newborns among those found.  
Without giving contact numbers or addresses, for helping the women, this article is 
sensationalist and negatively oriented towards the circumstances of women. 
 
‘Spate of assaults on EL girls' points to poorly managed families. Incest and rape are 
common in households in the region. Bay strippers reveal the bare facts; Opening 
Up: Racism can be a bother but life is fine say exotic dancers, as clubs flourish anew 
in Nelson Mandela Bay.  The underlying message is that failure of the municipality to 
uphold by-laws is leading to an increase in exotic dancing clubs.  
 4.3 Women as victims 
 
In ‘Top Bay doctor in 'panty squabble: Student's thong removed as a 'tease' while 
giving vitamin injection’, published in The Herald, the headline trivialises sexual 
harassment. It is reported here that a student who went for a vitamin injection had 
her panty removed by her doctor unnecessarily. The article further humiliates the 
young woman by referring to the incident of sexual assault as a "panty squabble".  
 
The media fails to assume its role of being a watch-dog by seemingly focusing on 
the status of the doctor, rather than scrutinising his actions. This trivial approach to a 
personal offense stand in contrast to Aristotle’s emphasis on the moral aspect of 
society, when he conceived the notion that the function of men is to occupy the top 
status of mortal beings, and that all moral standards applied to women.  
 
Aristotle’s approach, which also asserted that it was not at all appropriate for a 
woman to be manly or clever, could indeed have been followed by the author of this 
article, who mocks the permissiveness of the student. 
  
The common complaint about western capitalist societies as being cold, 
unaffectionate and dominated by rationality (Van Zoonen 1994:84) is clearly evident 
in this article. Also, the question of class power is raised because the emphasis is on 
the man, who is in a position of authority as a doctor, while the student is omitted 
from the article altogether.  
 
Similarly, in The Herald article Under-age girls at risk in Angola, dated June 11, 
children are shown as the victims of prostitution. The under-age girls enter into 
prostitution for the prospect of a better life. Some of them are as young as 13, and 
have neither education nor parental support to sustain them. The media do not 
provide solutions to how the under-age-girls could escape the cycle of poverty. They 
focus on doing straightforward reports that may give a 13-year-old girl from another 
country some ideas on how to make a quick buck. 
 
Children and women are also victims in Tragic moms dump babies: Recession, 
poverty sees big increases in child abandonment, with many newborns among those 
found, in the Weekend Post. This is a clear example of how a society has failed its 
children. The article shows a contradiction to the common stereotype of women as 
nurturers and caregivers. Due to financial difficulties, women abandon their roles as 
mothers. The cycle of poverty begins as the problem of orphans becomes the 
responsibility of the State.   This article shows the social grant system for children 
between 0 and 14 years has also failed to meet the needs of the children. The 
headline implies that mothers have the sole responsibility of caring for the children; 
this is a clear reinforcement of a stereotype.  
 
In its role as a medium of generating social responsibility, the media need to publish 
more informative articles on the different choices that women have when they have 
babies and cannot afford to support them. For instance, South Africa has many 
mother- support centres and orphanages; and adoption is another option for 
mothers. These facilities need to be mentioned, with contact details in such articles. 
 
4.4 Structuration theory 
 
There are moral codes, traditions, and established ways of doing things, but 
according to the structuration theory, these acts can be changed. Female farmer 
takes the cake illustrates that it is possible for women to become successful farmers. 
It may be observed that women are exceptional in politics in: Tough redhead first 
Aussie woman MP: Public taken by surprise at swiftness of Rudd's fall in party coup.  
 
In the Eastern Cape ‘Women rule roost in boxing ring’, suggests that women could 
well be appointed as referees and ring officials. 
 
As mentioned earlier, according to Hall, traditional values are difficult to change, as 
they are based on the hierarchal ordering of society. However, the above-mentioned 
articles illustrate that it is possible to change society. Interestingly, there continues to 
be resistance in the portrayal of women occupying spaces that were previously 
intended for men.  
 
 
 
CHAPTER 5: Discussion of the results 
 
Some elements have changed in the representation of women in Western and 
Westernised societies since the 20th century. According to Branston and Stafford 
(2003:95), in the late 1970s and early 1980s, women were still repeatedly shown as 
housewives, mothers or home-makers, while men were often represented in 
situations of authority and dominance over women.  
 
While Boyle (2005) suggests that Western societies are in a post-feminist stage, the 
pilot study, as well as the main study of the three Nelson Mandela Bay newspapers, 
have shown that images of women as being inherently housewives, home makers 
and mothers still persists in the three publications, even if they appear to be 
contradicted by the individual subject in the respective articles.  
 
Instances where women are dominant and successful are explicitly highlighted in 
these articles against expected (and probably in many cases outdated) social norms. 
While women are shown to be housewives and mothers, they are presented as 
having established their own unique identities. Such apparently positive qualifiers 
seem to point to public expectations that women have to persist more than men in 
striving to reach their goals, which ironically suggests an inherent inferiority on their 
part.  
 
The analysis of the sample of articles in the three local publications between June 
and August 2010 showed the following trends as being characteristic of the 
stereotypical coverage of women in these print media. 
 5.1 Social development: 
Guantlett asserted that in the past men were much more likely to be adventurous or 
victorious, whereas women were frequently shown as weak, ineffectual, victimised or 
merely as token females (1995:47).  In more recent times, because of the powerfully 
negative stigma attached to HIV, in many instances afflicted women find themselves 
isolated from their own communities.  
 
Often, their own families turn their backs on them. Without emotional and financial 
support, they struggle to survive.  
 
When the print media report on stories like: Positive Ladies' red-card HIV with 
beautiful game in an impoverished district where unemployment and food shortages 
are acute, “football is a lifesaver for a Zimbabwean women's team" (published in The 
Herald, June 28, 2010), the empowerment of women living with HIV is depicted in an 
unexpected manner. The women are shown leading healthy lifestyles, despite 
suffering from HIV, which powerfully contradicts not only conventional images of 
HIV-sufferers in Africa, but also the social discrimination against such individuals.  
 
International recognition for the Swallows soccer team, it is argued, would help the 
women receive recognition. They have played in a tournament in South Africa. The 
article emphasises that these women are victims of poverty, and discrimination, but 
they are empowering themselves through participating in soccer. "They were hidden 
away and getting very sick; families were planning their burials," said Ivy Choga, a 
nurse in Doctors without Borders.  
 This quotation signifies that women are able to take charge of their own lives through 
sport. Ironically, they have chosen soccer, which has been a male-dominated sport, 
but is now widely played by women’s teams over much of the African continent.  
McRobbie (1982) identified the media as an institution aimed at profit making, and 
reinforcing traditional values in society. Typically, the elements of western feminism 
are evident through the reinforcement of rendering Africans as victims. In this case, 
the women are victims of disease and rejection by their families.  
 
Similarly, in: Fifa's flag in hand no child's play, of The Herald of July 9, 2010, the print 
media are portraying the development of girls' interest in pursuing a career from a 
young age.  Thandiswa Msipa wants to become a mathematics teacher. The article 
focuses not only on that which is close to the hearts of South Africans, soccer, but 
also on a young girl's ambition to study further. Thandiswa is portrayed as 
understanding the importance of education. Her career choice of becoming a 
mathematics teacher is stereotypically a woman's job. This may relate to the fact that 
young girls are socialised from a young age to become nurturers and carers. 
 
On the other hand, it is encouraging to see that young girls from poor communities 
with aspirations to further their studies, would not depend any longer on their fathers, 
boyfriends or husbands. Examples of personal dedication among young girls in the 
Nelson Mandela Bay have been shown in Uitenhage's shining star receives top 
award; Female farmer takes the cake, and Festival award for young singer. 
 
In the same article, readers were also introduced to Luvo Bartman a boy who 
carried the Fifa flags during the 2010 Soccer World Cup. He aspired to become an 
engineer. Becoming an engineer is perceived to be a man's job. The perspective of 
this story is that young girls will tend to follow careers that have been traditionally 
seen as feminine. 
 
5.2 Exceptional women 
 
Going for gold in both business and sport, refers to a woman who has excelled in 
both sport and academically. Professor Elmarie Venter is a wife, mother and a 
lecturer. She took part in the Ironman. The challenge includes cycling, swimming and 
running. The perspective in this story is that women are not mere sex objects or 
solely for the aesthetic pleasure of men. They can be intellectuals and leaders in 
business and academic institutions, while they are mothers and wives at the same 
time.  
 
In Female farmer takes the cake, agriculture graduate Boniswa Dinge has shown 
that acquiring skills is the ticket to success. Dinge, a 32-year-old woman, has been a 
role model in her community because of the work she does at the Emmanuel Care 
Haven as production manager. Although Dinge is pursuing a career in farming, 
which has been followed predominantly by men, she also won the Female Farmer of 
the Year Competition.  
 
The journalist sought to portray her as a nurturer, and a giver, as she promised to 
donate the money she won to the Emmanuel Care Haven. In a developmental 
society, it is important for the communities to increase their social success rate, and 
also to find better ways of fulfilling their aspirations.  
 
While some young women will aspire to be like Dinge, there are many who aspire to 
become movie stars and celebrities. Several scholars cite the media as one of the 
most important sources of socialisation messages that target youth. Research has 
shown that, in contrast to the early part of the 1900s, children and adolescents are 
now turning to media figures, such as actors or sports stars, rather than to historical 
figures (Hylmo 2006:168) as their role models. This is clearly due to the mediated 
images of these individuals.  
 
Feminism is focused on the aspirations for individual women (typically, affluent white 
America women), but it rejects second-wave feminism’s demand for structural 
change, (Boyle 2005:34).  In these texts, women are visible and have a desire to be 
recognised. 
 
Entertainment and celebrity forms blend into news, through scandal and gossip, as 
well as their own branding messages in ways which are often seen as only negative, 
according to Branston and Stafford (2003:107).  Hylmo reiterates the importance of 
socialization messages that are realistic in terms of what young people can expect 
later in life.  Without a sense of realism, they cannot make informed choices or 
anticipate any of the challenges of life (Hylmo 2006:168).  
 
This study shows to some extent the strides women have made since the advent of 
democracy in South Africa. In some stories, the emancipation of women is evident. 
For example, there are stories that reinforce the popular notion of 'girl power' by 
representing girls and their mothers from various social backgrounds, mostly in roles 
in which they are independent and not reliant on men for stability and affirmation. 
However, the media continue to reinforce the classic stereotypes by focusing on this 
non-dependence rather than on any personal achievement and the path towards it. 
 
Tough redhead first Aussie woman MP: Public taken by surprise at swiftness of 
Rudd's fall in party coup in The Herald of June 25, 2010. This heading showed how 
women were currently giving men a run for their money in the highest political offices 
in the land. They included Julia Gillard, the first woman Prime Minister in Australia. 
The media have portrayed Gillard as a 'superwoman'. She is single, has no children 
and occupies the highest political post in Australia. The Herald however, fails to 
highlight her as a positive role model. By referring to her as a "tough redhead", the 
journalist places importance on her appearance and reverts to common stereotypes 
of redheaded women that come from outdated perceptions and fears in European 
societies. With all the accomplishments that she has achieved in her career, the 
writer has fallen into the trap of categorising her according to her looks. This is 
derogatory and ignores her real success and strength as a first citizen. 
 
A rarity in Africa has been the rise of women to leadership positions in some 
countries. For example, Eileen Sirleaf-Johnson became the first woman president of 
Liberia. Liberia has been the exception to such gender bias. Even the United States, 
which prides itself on being a democratic and liberated country, has not yet had a 
woman president. According to Sylvia Tamale (2000:14), in Uganda, cultural norms 
that associate men with the public and political arenas, and women with private and 
domestic arenas, operate to perpetuate the status quo; and African women are 
grossly under-represented in any of the institutions that make decisions for their 
nations. 
The 2006 local government elections saw an increase in women councillor 
candidates. The Gender breakdown for candidate councillors (Proportional 
Representation [PR] and Ward) in the 2000 local government elections was a 
total of 5797 for males and 2267 for females1. The 2006 figures for both PR 
and Ward councilors stood at 5035 for male councillors and 3314 for female 
councillors. These figures demonstrate some decline in male councillor 
candidates, and a 31.5 percent increase in women councillor candidates 
(Leadership in Local Government Concept Paper, 2006:27). 
 
Aldoory and Parry-Giles (2005:336) argued that there is a homogenist and binary 
thinking which reduces people of colour to unproductive stereotypes further 
promoting sexism and racism in media studies. 
 
For an example, in its coverage of matters of population control under the Reagan 
administration, the US media portrayed the ‘Third World Woman’ as being  
‘mysterious, inaccessible, and oppressed’. This justified foreign intervention in 
international population areas (Aldoory and Parry-Giles 2005:342). Foreign 
intervention involves often involves financial aid from developed to developing 
countries. 
 
                                                            
1 Statistics from the Electoral Commission of South Africa (IEC), Parliamentary briefing: Youth and Women in Elections, 
June 2006 
While African women face poverty, the portrayal of women in this manner has been 
misleading, as it has ignored many achievements that they have made.  
By the close of the last millennium, in only 17 African countries did women 
account for ten per cent or more of parliamentarians ... South Africa has the 
highest number of women representatives among national legislatures, and 
was the first to achieve the 1995 UN target of 30 per cent for the 
representation of women in parliament (Tamale 2000:8). 
 
However, numerous conferences, including the Fourth World Conference on Women 
held in Beijing, China in 1995, laid out strategies and measures to resolve the 
problems of education, poverty, health care and violence against women were 
disappointing for African women.    
 
Women remain at the bottom of the social hierarchy, with little or no access to land, 
credit health and education (Mutume 2005:6).  Women hold 11 percent of land in 
Benin, 25 percent in Congo, and 25 percent in Tanzania; while in Zimbabwe, women 
hold only 3 percent of agricultural land in the smallholder sector and 10 percent in 
the large-scale commercial sector.  
 
Where women hold land, their plots are generally smaller and less fertile than those 
held by men (UN Food and Agricultural Organisation, no date). 
  
Hermes (2007), who emphasises that gender is closely related to sexuality, wrote 
that regardless of the second wave of feminism, and whether and how gender is a 
source of oppression, there is systematisation of the difference between femininity 
and masculinity that is embedded in the media representation (2000:194). In other 
words, femininity is defined in terms of sexuality rather than in terms of professional 
accomplishments.  
 
It is no wonder that politicians, like Helen Zille, the president of the opposition party 
in South Africa, the Democratic Alliance, is referred to as 'Godzilla' : a tough woman 
with a "sharp tongue and a short fuse, and she doesn't dodge a fight". She has been 
teased by the media because of her assertiveness. 
(http://womenofhistory.blogspot.com/2009/06/helen-zille-politics-in-sa.html). 
Even though Gillard is from Australia and Zille from South Africa, the media in both 
Western countries have shown similar trends in labelling them in unsavoury terms. 
 
5.3 Socialisation through sport 
 
As mentioned previously, from a young age, girls in South Africa are typically 
socialized to play netball, hockey, and swimming, while boys are socialised to play 
soccer, rugby, and cricket. The division of these sports into "male" and "female" 
sports, further encourages the stereotypes of women and men in the workplace, 
at home and in social situations, where women are mostly observed as 
subordinate or 'inferior'  to men.  
 
It is here that the media could play a vital role in changing social perceptions (Jooste: 
2006:20). Articles, such as the sample of the main study: "Eastern Cape women rule 
in the boxing ring" focused on the femininity of women in sport. The fact is that 
Nonelwa Fukuthwa is a boxing referee and a mother of three.   
 
This stereotypical representation makes her acceptable in society, as she is not a 
boxer herself, but someone who ensures that there is order in the boxing ring. 
Futhukwa's achievements are somewhat minimised, as the article emphases how 
petite she is. Her small body takes precedence over the highlights of her career.  
 
Siya Vabaza is another typical example of the struggle of women in boxing. As a ring 
official has been disadvantaged, she had to wait for years to become a Boxing SA 
official – due to the regulations. This is a typical example of the dimensions of 
gender inequality in South African sport. Some of the regulations included the 
exclusion of women from competitive boxing.   
 
For generations, boxing in the world has been reserved for men, and while 
women boxing dates back to the 1700s, regulations banned them from 
participating in the sport professionally, until recently. There had been fierce 
resistance towards the entry of women.  
 
Strict regulations barred women from the sport. For years, boxing boards felt unable 
to consider this, principally due to the physiological differences between males and 
females, and the fact that there had been little or no research as to what additional 
dangers, if any, applied to women that did not apply to men. They felt ill-equipped to 
take on the responsibility for women's boxing. 
 
In an article by the South African Government Communication and Information 
System published in BuaNews, the first woman judge in boxing, Nontembiso 
Magwaca of Cape Town, explains that the Boxing Board rejected her application 
several times before she was accepted in 1994. When she eventually became a 
judge, there was resistance from men who said they could not allow a woman to "put 
her hand in their pants". 
 
Power has been used over women by men to exert their authority. The appointment 
of women to positions of authority in boxing is a threat to the dominance and 
exclusivity of men in the sport. Women have been perceived as too fragile to 
participate in boxing. This is due to the physiological differences between men and 
women, as mentioned previously.   
 
The stereotypes implied in this article are that women are inferior to men in terms of 
their physiology.  They are different and, therefore, cannot exercise any legitimate 
authority over men in the sport.   
 
Vabaza and Futhukwa have both completed the prescribed growth process, but 
because they are women, like their counterpart Magwaca, they are considered 
inadequate to enter a predominantly male sport. The sport has been considered as 
too dangerous for women; and it is argued that they could get hurt if they were to be 
punched, and would probably never recover.  
 
On the other hand, world athletics champion Caster Semenya challenged such 
gender stereotypes by her success, and as a matter of sports-medical procedure, 
her hormone levels were tested, which caused extensive debate in the sporting 
authorities and the media. By publishing personal details of her gender tests, the 
media suggested that her strength and speed, as well as her appearance, indeed 
challenge the limits of what is considered female. Interestingly enough, the national 
pride of both the public and the politicians, who argued that Semenya had to be 
respected as a South African and an African, in fact overruled the public awareness 
and concern about her physiological and gender identity.  However, while being 
active in international sport does not suggest that her privacy would, in fact, be 
invaded, this terrain does allow certain medical procedures to verify the honesty of 
the competitor. The media studied here, however, spent more space on debating her 
actual gender than on the poor procedures of the sport managers who should not 
have allowed this to happen to a young athlete. It was a gross violation of 
fundamental human rights. In this statement, the rashly outspoken politician Julius 
Malema is in fact unable to categorise the Semenya despite his attempt to 
traditionalise her situation and show solidarity with her as an African. 
 
The local sport authorities should have done more to protect 19-year-old Semenya 
from being ridiculed by the international and local media. Conventional society may 
define female athletes as unfeminine, mannish, or lesbian because their physical 
activity, strength, and determination fall outside that of normative female behavior.  
 
For example, Shockley (2005) argued that society challenges the heterosexuality of 
women athletes as a method of controlling women in sport. Because society 
traditionally saw high-performance sport as male-oriented, women's participation 
was discouraged; and when that proved ineffectual, it was dominated by lesbian 
innuendos that force female athletes to watch themselves (Shockley 2005: 160). 
 
Over the years, for example, rugby has been classified as sport only for men. At the 
majority of South African schools, rugby is played only by boys, because of the 
physical nature of the sport. Having to tackle opponents to the ground is considered 
too rough for women. Injuries are common in rugby matches because it is a contact 
sport. Articles like the "Women rugby Boks focus on training" published in The 
Herald break the stereotype that women are afraid to be tough. While the women 
Boks have participated in international tournaments, they have receive minimal 
media coverage compared to their male counterparts. For a long time, beauty and 
glamour have been dominant traits used in the representation of women. "[Women] 
are seldom shown actually working ... [in representations] – and often it is still 
beauty, glamour and sexuality that are emphasised in women's magazines and the 
tabloid press" (Davies et al. 1987:52).  
 
In her study of women rugby players, Shockley (2005:166) asserts that rugby women 
are proud of their sport, and they reject the stereotypical views of "outsiders”. In 
2003, there were 96 women's rugby teams registered with USA Rugby. In 2004, 
USA Rugby listed 117 active teams in the South, including five teams for high school 
teams (http://0-www.jstor.org.wam.seals.ac.za/stable/40005507?seq=3, accessed on 
14-11-2010).  
 
In South Africa, the media representation of women in sport has indeed shown that 
women are increasingly participating in male-dominated sports, including golf, rugby 
and boxing. However, in the sample, they are still defined by their roles as mothers, 
home-makers and wives, unlike their male counterparts. 
 
5.4 Virtuous women 
 
In Cleaner restores balance for BBC man of June 24 in The Herald, a woman from a 
previously disadvantaged background demonstrates that South African women are 
trustworthy. The notion that crime is a trend for poor people has been challenged. 
Women are discriminated against because of their gender; and also, they are 
economically oppressed.  
 
Similarly, the article: Ex-domestic worker also Zwide's resident mom, The Herald 
portrays values, in addition to a person to whom young girls can look for inspiration. 
Socio-economic circumstances have not stopped Lulama Ngqungwana from 
reaching out to girls who have had harsh circumstances. She is an example of how 
women are finding solutions to problems in their communities without having to wait 
for hand-outs or government intervention.  
 
Virtue is a form of power; both women confirm nurturing with courageous action. The 
women have been shown as caregivers and nurturers – even outside their working 
duties. Against the background of their status, this dedication to others is 
nonetheless evidence, once again, of a care-giving role even in poverty, thereby 
confirming the positive stereotype. 
 
5.5 Apparent trends in reporting 
 
The articles targeting girls portray messages that encourage girls to become 
independent, and to make their mark in society. Many of the articles are focused on 
social development through education, sport and leadership. There has, however, 
been stereotypical representation of women. It is interesting to note that The Herald, 
the Weekend Post and La Femme tend to place their emphasis on the nurturing 
aspects of women. 
 
As mentioned above, there has been a change in the portrayal of women over the 
20th century, mainly because they no longer operate exclusively as housewives who 
wait for their husbands; but have, in South Africa as elsewhere, become important 
contributors to the national economy and to the broad society. They are, however, 
shown to use their voice; and are frequently depicted as opinionated and ambitious 
in most stories sampled. 
 
However, the trend, nonetheless, remains to refer to women as wives and mothers 
alongside their personal achievements and functions. The normative power inherent 
in media representations in any society is still effective in reinforcing the traditional 
roles of women as supporters of men, and carers and nurturers in their families and 
communities. In an analysis of the socialization messages in these articles, the 
results provide a contribution to the field of media communication in a local 
newspaper, and to our understanding of what influences people's career choices. 
 
The articles cover acutely relevant topics, yet they are not informative enough on the 
civilian role of female citizens; and they also lack the depth that would enable them 
to address the public interest by empowering women as individuals, and not 
according to their gender.  Additionally, most articles also appear to report somewhat 
sensationally about the issue reported. 
 This seems to confirm that most of the stories are driven by the financial venture of 
the newspaper business to sell to conventionally minded audiences. La Femme, for 
example, is targeted for women readers. Stories seemingly have an agenda to show 
women as being able to juggle their expectations and feelings. 
 
The Eastern Cape is home to an estimated 13.5 million of South Africa’s 49 million 
people, according to Statistics South Africa (2002); a number which has most 
probably increased since published. The economy of the Eastern Cape has been 
described by the Eastern Cape Development Corporation as one which straddles 
two worlds: one of severe under-development, and one of modern, growing industry.  
Amidst the depressing economy of the Eastern Cape, the content in the media has 
to be one that builds and empowers society, especially women who are 53 percent 
of the population.  It is important that media coverage should empower women, and 
continue to highlight their rights. 
 
5.6 Recommendations and conclusion 
 
In the analysis of the articles which appeared in the three local publications, it 
became evident that the significant focus was on their ability to be homemakers, 
mothers, and wives. Even in the articles in which women were shown as successful 
or making a difference, the emphasis was always on their role as homemakers. 
Interestingly, Krüger (2004) asserts that perhaps the profiles of men should be 
criticised if they ignore the question of who is keeping the home fires burning, while 
he builds a career (2004:141). The findings  confirm the public bias that women are 
homemakers.  
 
The content analysis in this study also echoes work by McDowell and Pringle (1992), 
who found that women are defined in relation to men. They observed, like Krüger, 
that women are defined for their role as nurturers. The findings of this treatise 
suggest that even in the new millennium, in the three South African publications 
studied, it is evident that women continue to be perceived principally in relation to 
their familial status.  
 
While there are exceptions to this role, and these are regularly represented, the 
mere fact that they excel at other functions than those related to their family roles 
makes them appear more capable than other women. 
 
It thus appears, from the articles surveyed, that the three publications represent it as 
challenging to be a woman today, despite their inclusion in the national and political 
economy, which is clearly evident from the broad-based political campaigns and the 
professional roles of women in national elections and party positions in the new 
South Africa.   
 
Ironically, women continue to be socialised to become nurturers in the sample of 
print media articles in the three local publications in the study period in 2010. Female 
audiences are, therefore, not permitted to distance themselves from the perceptions 
with which they may have grown up. It has been shown in this treatise that women 
are still depicted according to conventional stereotypes, as wives and mothers 
before, or at least in parallel with, their significant careers in the articles discussed 
here. Interestingly, this trend is here observed for female subjects of all social 
groupings and standing, which suggests that the same gender stereotypes are 
influential in a variety of social contexts. 
 
As mentioned previously, the framing theory refers to the way the media and media 
gatekeepers organise and present the events and issues they cover, and the way 
audiences interpret what they are provided. Frames influence the perception of the 
news by the audience. This way of agenda-setting not only tells us what to think 
about, but also how to think about it. 
 
 The realities of living in a largely industrial city, where women are employed in many 
professions, but male identity is largely unchallenged in society, and in the editorial 
considerations of the three papers, the audiences may be perceived as not yet 
having reached the post-feminist stage.  
 
5.7 Some suggestions for future attention to journalistic practice 
 
In a democratic society, the media should not only show women merely in their roles 
as mothers and nurturers. Neither should they judge women based on their 
appearance only, and according to their socio-economic backgrounds. The 
democratic challenge for the media lies in promoting women as equal to their male 
counterparts, as stated in the Constitution. The journalists should highlight women 
for their contributions to society and their character, rather than for any supposed 
collective gender obligations in a patriarchal society.  
 This change in the conventional mindset might require time to become public a 
perception, even in the industrial city of Nelson Mandela Bay in the 21st century, 
because for generations and in many societies, women have been perceived as 
dependents, and as emotionally unstable. In this day and age, values entrenched in 
the South African Constitution suggest that women should have equal rights with 
men.   
 
Young girls should thus grow up aspiring to be independent and responsible for their 
progress, instead of being merely dependent on men.  As a social responsibility, the 
media should also be a platform that would promote this identity – by publishing 
positive stories of women empowerment that focus on the individual’s achievement 
rather than on her exceptional successes as a female member of society.  
 
Before publishing stories on female subjects, therefore, the media professional 
should have a checklist which would eliminate any further stereotyping.  The 
checklist should set out to assess whether the reporting is favourable, yet factual, to 
the aspirations of women as citizens.  Some reports were found to emphasise 
whether the woman has a partner or not, which usually has no direct bearing on 
what the woman has achieved.   
The checklist should be designed to check whether it is justified to state the marital 
status and how many children the subject has. Furthermore, the media should try to 
suggest solutions to problems.  This can be achieved in reporting on social matters, 
as the media have the power to shape people's perceptions.  
 
Perceptions promoted in newspaper articles that are read by many female readers 
should highlight the issue that women can normally achieve what they set out to do, 
without implicitly being compared to male subjects – as the norm for social 
achievement, or even suggesting that a female achiever might be labelled in 
unpleasant terms.   
 
As it is, women in the diverse, but formerly male-dominated South African society 
are gaining growth momentum faster than their male counterparts, thanks to equal 
opportunities, education and, once in a family context, by multi-tasking in their lives. 
Many women in this society have shown that they can be career women, achievers 
and political leaders – without encountering any inherent problems.  In media 
reports, women should, therefore, be portrayed as human beings. 
 
Further research should address aspects of gender representation in media that are 
directed at other reader groups than those targeted by these three newspapers, such 
as the Soweto for a largely black South African, urban township audience, the Daily 
Sun for the audience segment that has a lower income, but may otherwise fall into 
the same social brackets as the Sowetan readers, and for the audience with a 
distinctly higher educational level, the Mail and Guardian. Lastly, The New Age as a 
party-political publication and an Afrikaans newspaper, such as Die Burger, might 
offer interesting contrasts and corroboration of the results here presented. 
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APPENDIX 
 
The tables below indicate the prevalence of the various key phrases and key values, 
as reflected in the topics reported in the articles. 
 
1.1 Pilot study 
La Femme 
No: Date Page Author Headline Evident topics 
1. 24 March 2010  3 Nicky Willemse Nobom would 
not give in  
Stereotype: Single 
mother, nurturer 
2. April 7, 2010 2 La Femme 
correspondent 
Girls shine at 
science, 
maths   
Developmental 
theory: Girls 
encouraged to 
learn maths and 
science 
3.  April 7, 2010 2 Help for 
parents with 
ADHD kids 
Feminine 
quality: 
Mothers 
given tips to 
care for 
children 
 
4. April 19 2  Kolosa Vuso  Recording 
History of 
magnificent 
quilts 
Feminine qualities: 
Women need to be 
taught patterns for 
designing quilts 
5. April 19 3 Gillian 
McNaish 
 Help needed 
as Princess 
skips to 
success 
Stereotype: 
Domestic worker 
Princess is a 
nurturer through 
coaching netball in 
community.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
The Herald 
No: Date Page Author Headline Topics 
6. 26 March 3 Gareth Wilson Booysen 
Park school 
terror as 
cops, robbers 
shoot it out 
Stereotype: 
women and 
children victims of 
gang violence 
7. 26 March, 
2010 
7 Dineo 
Matomela 
PE teen off to 
US to learn 
about 
leadership 
Developmental 
role: Girls 
empowered to 
become future 
leaders 
8. 2 April, 2010 3 Sapa Athletics 
South Africa 
bars 
Semenya 
'until cleared' 
Gender: Semenya 
challenges gender 
stereotype 
9. 11 April, 2010 4 Luyolo 
Mkentane 
Cops 'failed 
to act' on 
rape of five-
year-old  
Victim of violence: 
Young girl is 
repeatedly raped 
by a neighbour, 
confidence in 
police is eroded 
because of rape. 
10. 11 April, 2010 
 
4 Wesley Botton 
(Sapa)    
 Semenya's 
lawyers 
 didn't 
mention 
tests- 
Gender 
discrimination: 
Semenya 
humiliated through 
gender verification 
tests. 
 
 
 
 
 
Weekend Post 
11. March 27 2010 3 Barbara 
Hollands   
East London 
teen lands 
'Spud' role   
Developmental 
role: young actor 
12. March 27 2010 15 Shanaaz de 
Jager  
Bay teenage 
cycling  star 
racing ahead 
Exceptional teen: 
Despite her 
involvement in a 
cycling crash and 
breaking a jaw, 
Monique works 
hard at school and 
in sport. 
13. April 3 2010 2 Yolande 
Stander and 
Shanaaz de 
 Child 
trafficking 
expected to 
Victims: Children 
will be vulnerable 
as victims of child 
Jager   soar in final 
holiday 
before World 
Cup   
     
trafficking during 
the world cup. 
14. April 3 2010 4 Barbara 
Hollands   
 Woman 
speaks out 
about alleged 
abuse  
Victim: A woman 
speaks out against 
her abuser after 18 
years. The cycle of 
abuse continues 
into adulthood. 
15. April 3 5 Barbara 
Hollands 
Teaching 
girls to up. 
glamour 
stakes  
Feminine role: 
nurturer teaching 
children 
confidence through 
grooming and 
modeling. 
16. April 3 2010 5 Bob Hopkin Stepping up 
to the design 
challenge 
Exceptional 
woman: Business  
woman who is 
independent 
contradicts 
stereotype that 
women depend on 
men. 
17. April 3 2010 5 Barbara 
Hollands 
Plush new 
border SPCA 
cat haven 
causing quite 
a purr  
 
Women are 
nurturers in this 
case for pets. 
18. April 3 2010 
 
4 Shanaaz de 
Jager 
 
New 
opportunities 
for those who 
lost their jobs 
Men as bread 
winners. 
 
1.2 Main study 
 
Herald 
No: Date Page Author Headline Topics 
1. June 11 201 0 3 Lee-Anne 
Butler 
Girls love 
football, can 
beat boys 
Fixed social status: 
Education builds 
identity 
2. June 11 2010 10 Sapa Semenya's 
career put on 
ice yet again 
Sexuality is 
challenged by 
Caster's gender. 
3.  June 11 2010 15 Sapa-AFP Under aged 
girls at risk in 
Angola 
Perpetuation of 
victim role among 
young girls. 
 
4. June 24 2010 1 Linda 
Mayekiso 
Cleaner 
restores 
balance for 
BBC man 
Social status: 
Poverty and honesty 
contradicts 
stereotype that 
poverty is a source of 
crime. 
5. June 25 2010 1 Shaun Gillham 
 
Top Bay 
doctor in 
'panty' 
squabble: 
Student's 
thong 
removed as a 
'tease' while 
giving vitamin 
injection 
Social status: doctor 
is respected in 
society, he is a 
position of authority. 
The incident is 
depicted as 
humorous through 
use of colloquial 
vocabulary. 
6. June 25 201 0 14 William West 
(Sapa-AP) 
 Tough 
redhead first 
Aussie 
woman MP: 
Public taken 
by surprise at 
swiftness of 
Rudd's fall in 
party coup 
Gender stereotype: 
Gillard contradicts 
the stereotype, she is 
exceptional. She 
does not fit into 
feminine category. 
She is president of 
Australia and is 
single. 
7. June 28 2010  8 Sapa-AP 'Positive 
Ladies' red- 
card HIV with 
beautiful 
game: In an 
impoverished 
district where 
unemployme
nt and food 
shortages are 
acute, 
Social development: 
the promotion of a 
healthy lifestyle is 
evident in this article. 
International 
recognition is given 
to the women. 
football is a 
lifesaver for a 
Zimbabwean 
women's 
team. 
8. July 5 2010 1 Lee-Anne 
Butler 
Dagga 
possession, 
rumours 
Rich celebrity: no 
valves among the 
rich. 
9. July 9, 2010 3 Dirk van Der 
Burg 
Zwide kids 
taught about 
competing 
countries 
Social development: 
children learn 
confidence. This is a 
classic example of 
socialisation through 
sport. 
10. July 9 2010 1 Dirk van der 
Burg and 
Lerenzo 
Francis   
Fifa's flag in 
hand no 
child’s play    
Social development. 
Stereotype evident in 
career choice of 
pupils. 
11. July 9 2010 3 Dirk van der 
Burg 
Zwide kids 
taught about 
competing 
countries 
Social development 
12. July 9 4 Lorenzo 
Francis 
 Women 
rugby Boks 
focus on 
fitness 
 Mediated messages 
in media: sport stars 
are new role models. 
Contradiction of 
stereotype that 
women are afraid of 
physically demanding 
sports. 
13. July 14 2010 4 Luyolo 
Mkentane 
Luyolo 
Mkentane 
recalls the 
tragic story of 
a young man 
tormented 
and 
ostracized.   
 Initiate, 
botched 
circumcision, 
outcast. 
 Culture as 
socialization method: 
The journey to 
manhood is not 
without risks. 
Patriarchal society 
requires circumcision 
but not all safety 
measures are in 
place to protect 
young men 
14. August 11 
2010 
4 Neo Badela Female 
farmer takes 
the cake 
Community 
construction: role 
model to 
disadvantaged 
communities. 
  
La Femme 
15. June 2 2010 2 Nicky 
Willemse 
Going for 
gold in both 
business and 
sport 
Exceptional woman: 
Women  are able to 
juggle business, 
family and sport 
16. June 30 2010 3 Eleanor 
Douglas-
Meyers   
PE teen to 
play for SA in 
World 
Development: 
ambition, role models 
for young girls 
17. June 23 2010 3  Gillian 
McAinsh 
Young winner 
for Fest   
Contrary to 
stereotype of girls as 
victims: Talent, in 
academia and arts 
18. June 30 2010 2  Gillian 
McAinsh 
Deaf woman 
chosen to 
represent 
Exceptional woman: 
Deaf, mother, legal 
bookkeeper. 
Contrary to 
stereotype 
18. July 7 2010 2 Eleanor 
Douglas-
Meyers   
Ex-domestic 
worker also 
Zwide's 
resident mom 
  
Stereotype: women 
are nurturers  
19. July 7 2010 2 Eleanor 
Douglas-
Meyers   
Uitenhage's 
shining star 
receives top 
award 
Exceptional woman 
 
 
Weekend Post 
21. June 5 2010 3 Yolande 
Stander 
Bay 'soccer 
mom' ups 
school's 
game       
Role model: 
Dedication to 
community. 
Contradiction of 
stereotype as she 
teaches soccer. 
22.  July 17 2010 1 Barbara 
Hollands 
Tragic moms 
dump babies: 
Recession, 
poverty sees 
big increases 
in child 
abandonment 
with many 
newborns 
among those 
found  
Stereotype: Women 
are supposed to be 
nurturers, but they 
fail to do so as they 
abandon their 
children due to 
recession. The social 
system is failing the 
children.  
23. July 25 2010 3 Barbara 
Hollands 
Spate of 
assaults on 
young EL 
girls    
Stereotype: Young 
women are victims of 
abuse 
24. August 14 3 Shaun Gillham Bay strippers 
reveal the 
bare facts ; 
Opening Up: 
Racism can 
be a bother 
but life is fine, 
say exotic 
dancers as 
clubs flourish 
anew in 
Nelson 
Mandela Bay 
    
Stereotype: Women 
are dependent on 
sex for livelihood. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
